**ROUTE ASSESS**

**A PROOF OF CONCEPT TOOL FOR MEASURING AND MITIGATING CARGO RISK**

- **2 MILLION TRACTOR TRAILERS ON U.S. ROADS**
- **70% DOMESTIC GOODS ARE DELIVERED BY TRUCK**
- **90 PERCENT OF CARGO THEFT OCCURS DURING TRANSIT VIA TRUCK**
- **CARGO THEFT PRODUCES A NATIONWIDE ANNUAL LOSS OF $30 BILLION**

**WHERE IT’S HAPPENING**

- **289 ELECTRONIC LOADS**
- **418 INDUSTRIAL LOADS**
- **433 RETAIL LOADS**
- **486 FOOD & BEVERAGE LOADS**

**WHAT’S AT RISK**

- **87% THESE COMMODITIES ACCOUNT FOR 87% OF REPORTED CARGO THEFTS IN THE ROUTE ASSESS DATA SET**

**WHAT’S AT STAKE**

- **IN 2013, THE AVERAGE LOSS PER LOAD TOTALLED $106,545**
  - **RETAIL AVERAGE LOSS: $99,076**
  - **PHARMACEUTICAL AVERAGE LOSS: $104,197**
  - **ELECTRONICS AVERAGE LOSS: $265,698**

**WHO HAS A SOLUTION**

*EXPEDITORS’ ROUTE ASSESS* is a POC tool for improving cargo safety. Route Assess allows logistics analysts to measure, communicate, and mitigate the risk associated with a particular shipment. The tool uses crime, weather, commodity, and mitigation product information to visualize route data for a customer. Route Assess makes risk more tangible, measurable, and manageable.